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Small businesses, particularly start-ups,
simply cannot afford to ignore the importance
of social media.
Traditional marketing techniques such as using a
PR agency or paying for print and TV advertising
may have worked in the past, but in today’s world
social media is one of the most essential tools to
market a new business.
Whether it’s using Twitter to promote a
campaign, using Facebook to connect with
customers, or using platforms like YouTube and
Instagram to share videos and imagery about
your brand, social media networks should be key
to your marketing strategy.
Given the vast array of social media networks
available and the ways in which businesses can
get social media both right and wrong (see p.32),
we’ve created a comprehensive guide which
covers all the bases to help you successfully
create and manage a social media strategy.
If you’re new to social media or simply want to
find out more about using social media channels
to boost your brand, this guide has everything
you need to know. Plus, you’ll also find tips from
social media experts, as well as insights from a
high-profile business leader…
Sage created this Start-up 101 series, a
collection of eBooks, to guide and inform you,
and make life as a start-up that much easier. To
read the first three installments in the series Start-up 101: Setting up your company, Start-up
101: Managing your finances and Start-up 101:
Making the most of the cloud, click here.
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Throughout this guide
you’ll find tips from our
experts. Sharing ideas is
part of what makes social
media so valuable, so
we’ve given other business
owners the opportunity to
share advice about how
they run social media in
their company, and what
they have learnt.

Social media 101
Sarah Arrow of sarkemedia.com
gives the lowdown on social media

“Any business
whatsoever
can benefit
from social
media”
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There are two popular ways to
use social media sites in your
marketing:
1. Post content or links to content on your
social media profile such as blog posts,
pictures, videos or any other multimedia
and let it spark a conversation.
2. Place ads on social media sites using
their ad networks. You would use ads to
reach a wider audience and generate more
conversations and interaction than you
could organically when starting out. Over
time you’ll find the conversations relating
to your content need less advertising and
become more engaging because your
audience know where you are.

What social media marketing
can do for your business
Any business whatsoever can benefit
from social media marketing, especially
local businesses. Geographic features on
social media sites make it particularly easy
for people in your area to find your profile
through searches. I love this aspect of
Twitter, as I can easily search for local people
to talk to and follow.
You can offer deals and promotions through
your profile that are exclusive to your fans.
Using social media profiles this way is similar
to using your email list. You can increase their
loyalty to your brand by offering exclusive
bonuses and exclusive content. In Andy
Sernowitz’s book Word of Mouth Marketing
he talks about creating exclusive content
just for fans. Social media is a brilliant way
of stoking your word of mouth marketing
activity (and I recommend the book highly).
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The advantages of social media marketing
Social media marketing allows you to interact directly with your customers and
potential customers. It adds a personal touch to online communications that’s
unrivalled by other online marketing methods - when did a newspaper ad last
make you feel welcome? When people feel like they can interact with you in a
more direct way, it engenders loyalty and trust.
Using social media sites also allows you to reach a wider audience. You have
access to not only your fans but your fans’ friends. On sites like Facebook,
whenever your fans interact with you, their friends see that interaction as well. We
are all curious about our friends’ likes and dislikes, so more people get to know
your business.
Because your customers can contact you easily through social media sites, you
can get valuable feedback and learn more about your target market. You can look
at your fans’ profiles and find out what they’re interested in. This is the kind of data
that marketing firms have paid huge sums of money for in years gone by.
You also get search benefits by using these popular social sites. When optimised
correctly your social profiles appear in search results. Social media sites give you
an existing platform that already has millions of users.

The disadvantages of social media
To use social media effectively requires constant maintenance. For each page or
profile that you make, you’ll need to set aside time for updating and interacting
with your fans. For many small businesses, this quickly becomes a bit much to
keep up with.
Since your social media profile isn’t actually your own site, you have to abide by
somebody else’s rules. There are certain actions that can get you penalised or
banned from social media sites, and you run the risk of changes in algorithms
or site policies undoing all your hard work. Your social media activity must drive
traffic back to something you own like your website or your email list.
Another drawback is that you don’t have total control of your content. If someone
leaves a nasty comment or insult in your blog comments, you can delete it. You
can’t do this on your Twitter feed. But before you break into a cold sweat, you can
block people and you can respond politely to trolls – killing them with kindness is
the only way. It’s hard, but it’s achievable.
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How to get the most out of social media marketing for your
business
It may sound like a lot of work monitoring your profiles, but it’s well worth it. Many
businesses find that it’s a fun and enjoyable daily task.
The real key to success is to keep your involvement social. Don’t create your
profile and content and then wait for the fans and comments to roll in. Be
proactive. Get out there and make friends. Comment on other people’s profiles
and join groups for increased visibility. This brands you as a friendly person with
your own distinct personality that people will want to get to know better.
How small businesses use social media:

66% think
social media is a
worthwhile use of
valuable time for
their business.

42%
still do not
use social
media.
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Which social
network is
right for your
business?
With a range of different social
media networks available, we walk
you through some of the most
popular sites and how they can
benefit your business…
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Choosing the right social network is important if you’re going to reach your
audience. With over 120 social networks to choose from and more appearing all
the time, how do you know where to be?
Finding the right network is all about understanding your customers and knowing
where they are. Here’s a quick overview of the main social media sites:

Networks for building relationships:
Facebook
Facebook is the biggest social network based on global reach and
total active users:
• 1.7 billion monthly active users as of June 2016
• 1.13 billion daily active users for June 2016
• Approximately 84.5% of its users are outside of the US and Canada

Google+
This network is the second most popular site for global reach
and active users. There is the option for Google+ business pages,
which similar to having a Facebook page for your business.
• 2.2 billion users in 2015 (Statista.com)
• 111m truly active users (Forbes.com)
• According to Statista.com, 23% of global internet users accessed
or contributed to Google + in the third quarter of 2015.

Twitter
Twitter is a micro-blogging platform, where you have 140
characters to share your message.
• 313 million monthly active users
• 82% of its active users come from mobile
• There are 1 billion unique visits monthly to sites with
embedded tweets
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LinkedIn
LinkedIn has been described as Facebook for business.
It allows you to share your job history but it’s also effective in
allowing your business to build its profile and network by getting
involved in discussions.
• 450 million users in over 200 countries and territories
• Students and graduates are the site’s most popular demographic –
more than 40 million are members
• Over 21 million users are from the UK
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Networks for sharing content:
Pinterest
This network works well for businesses that have visual content
to share, although it’s also good if you have a blog and use images
for your pieces.
• 150 million users as of October 2016 – 50% growth year-on-year
• 60% of new sign-ups are women, 40% men
• 80 million users are outside of the US

YouTube
With video estimated to account for 69% of all internet traffic by
2017, it’s no wonder YouTube is so popular.
• More than 1 billion users – which equates to one third
of all people on the internet
• Video watch time has grown by 50% year-on-year for the
last three years (2016)
• On mobile, the average viewing session is over 40 minutes
• YouTube’s main demographic are those aged 18 to 49

Instagram
Instagram is a photo sharing platform, launched in October 2010.
It has recently introduced video functionality, which allows users
to post 15-second videos on the site.
• Over 500 million monthly active users – 300 million of these
are daily active users
• More than 95 million photos and videos are uploaded
to the platform every day
• Images and videos on Instagram receive approximately
4.2 billion likes every day
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Tumblr
Tumblr is a micro-blogging platform, which allows users to
post images and shorter text pieces. It is firmly aimed at the
youth market with the top 10 Tumblr tags being ‘lol’, ‘fashion’,
‘food’, ‘art’, ‘vintage’, ‘landscape’, ‘tattoos’, ‘black and white’,
‘makeup’, and ‘illustration’.
• 0.6 million posts listed on Tumblr daily
• There are over 140 billion posts on Tumblr and more than
319 million blogs
• Available in 17 languages, 58% of its traffic comes from
users outside the US

Slideshare
This site, owned by LinkedIn allows you to post presentations,
infographics and documents. While presentations are the
most posted type of content, infographics are liked five times
more frequently.
• 70 million users
• 18 million uploads across 40 content categories
• Among top 100 most-visited websites in the world

Snapchat
Snapchat, created by the recently re-branded company Snap
Inc., is a messaging app which allows you to send images and
videos which display for between one and 10 seconds before
disappearing. Snap is increasingly popular with the millennial
audience (those aged 18-34).
• Over 100 million people globally use Snapchat to send pictures
and videos every day
• ‘Snapchatters’ watch over 10 billion videos every day
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Periscope
Tumblr is a micro-blogging platform, which allows users to
post images and shorter text pieces. It is firmly aimed at the
youth market with the top 10 Tumblr tags being ‘lol’, ‘fashion’,
‘food’, ‘art’, ‘vintage’, ‘landscape’, ‘tattoos’, ‘black and white’,
‘makeup’, and ‘illustration’.
• More than 10 million people own a Periscope account and
approximately 1.9 million people use the app every day
• Users have created over 200 million broadcasts
• Every day, users watch a combined 110 years’ worth of video

Choosing the right social network
That’s a lot of social networks and not all of them will work for your business. If you
have limited resource, try to focus on one or two networks when you start.
If you’re not sure which one to choose, the best thing is to ask your customers.
Alternatively, carry out some online research. Head onto each social network
that you think might fit with your audience and search for your brand name, your
competitors’ names and industry terms to see how many results come up. If
there’s lots of conversations, it could be a good place to be.
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Managing your
social media
accounts
Your social media activity should
align with your business. Read this
guide to creating and implementing
a social media strategy…

“Before
jumping in with
social media,
it’s important
to get some
basics in
place.”
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Setting your strategy
One of the key things you need to decide is how you will use your social media
presence. What you decide will affect the type of content you post and how you
measure your success.
Some common ways of using social networks include:
• Building buzz around your products
or services

•F
 inding out more about your
customers and their needs

• Increasing brand awareness

• Providing customer service

• Driving more visitors to your website

• Recruiting new talent

• Increasing leads

• Improving customer loyalty

You also need to consider how your social media marketing fits in with the rest
of the business. Social media works best when it works in conjunction with your
other marketing activity so people get a consistent view of your business.
Think about what you want to be known for and how that could be reflected in
what you post and how you write.
Consider the language you use too. Social media is very conversational so
keeping your language more informal works well. If that’s different to the way you
usually write, you need to decide how that will work. Maybe you want to steer
clear of language that’s too youthful or on-trend but keep things a little more
informal than your usual writing.
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Check your performance
If you’re investing time in posting on social media, you need to know if it’s working.
Once you’ve decided how you’ll be using social media, it’s time to set some targets.
These could include:
• Number of conversions from social media (both sales and other interactions like
signing up for newsletters or completing online forms)
• Amount of traffic generated
• Number of conversations and amount of engagement
• Whether you have increased brand recognition
Set some clear measures and timescales. It’s best to evaluate after two to three
months to give your social media time to bed in and grow.
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Keep an eye on time

“Think about how much time it
will take to manage your social
media channels. How much
time should be spent on each
platform? Twitter is a fast moving
channel and may require more
time than, say, Facebook and
LinkedIn. Be realistic, if it’s just
two hours a day, then ensure
it’s clear what you expect to be
achieved in that time.”
Gemma Went

Gemma Went has experience across
entertainment, brands, FMCG,
B2B and small businesses. With a
background in psychology and a
keen interest in human behaviour,
she’s helped numerous businesses
successfully adopt social media.
www.gemmawent.co.uk
@gemmawent
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Time to secure your brand
Once you know that you’ll be using social media, you need to register your name.
It’s best to register on each social network, even if you’re not planning on using it.
Having one name across all platforms makes it easier for people to find you and
helps you build your brand.
Knowem lets you run a free check to see if your brand name is available in each
social network and, for about £50, you can use the service to automatically
register on 25 of the most popular networks.

The importance of listening
Once you have your brand registered, it’s time to investigate the communities
that you think you should be getting involved in. See what people post and
how other people respond. Try to identify the most popular people in your
area of business.
It’s important to understand the etiquette of each network. As Alex Truby,
consultant at social media consultancy Fresh Networks, says;
“It’s often said that social media sites are like cocktail parties. You wouldn’t just
turn up and start talking at people. Just listen at first and then gradually start
responding and striking up conversations.”
Keep an eye on trends and see what people are talking about.
Listen to what people like, what bothers them, what questions they ask. You
can then post when there’s relevant topics. Just be careful about what you post
- there’s nothing worst than piggybacking a sales message onto an irrelevant
news topic.
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You know your business best

“There are thousands of ‘experts’
out there who will call you up
and email with promises to
improve your marketing and
make you rich without knowing
anything about your business.
You may not be an expert on
marketing and PR, but you are
an expert on you.”
Charlie Mullins

Charlie Mullins left school at 15 with
no qualifications. Starting out with
a second-hand van and a bag of
tools, he has built Pimlico Plumbers
into the UK’s first branded plumbing
company with 200 staff, 160 vehicles
and a £20m turnover.
www.pimlicoplumbers.com
@PimlicoPlumbers
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Curating vs creating
Will you be creating original content or curating content from elsewhere? It’s
important to get the balance right. Sharing other people’s content helps to show
that you understand your market and can help your audience by providing useful
information.
While it’s great to be focused, think about other related topics that your
customers might like. Ask your audience what they’d like to see or look at what
your followers post themselves. You can also ask your users to provide their own
content which you can repost. Set up a tag and ask them to use it to label their
posts. Share the best with your network.
Keeping your content fresh is important. Decide how often you’re going to post
and have a calendar in place, so you know in advance what you’ll be posting (but
keep it flexible enough to respond to changing events).

Build relationships
Social media is two-way, so building quality relationships should be the end
goal. Advocates will amplify your message and stand up for you if something
goes wrong. But you have to earn this. Have conversations with your followers,
provide what they want and help if things go wrong. If you get this right, people
will respond.

Keep it friendly and informal
“When engaging on social media, the best
advice is to write as you speak. People
want to engage with people so cut out
the business speak and speak as you
would if you were face to face.”
Gemma Went

26% of small
businesses
spend an hour
or more on
social media
each day
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Free tools to help you keep control
Social media has a reputation for being time-consuming. But there are
tools out there that can make the whole process much more streamlined.
Here’s some of the best:
Hootsuite and Tweetdeck these services allow you to manage your social
media accounts in one place. You can schedule posts and keep an eye on
conversations.
Social Mention: this is a free search engine that collects information from over
100 social networks, making it easy to see what people are talking about.
Google Alerts alerts make it simple to keep up to date with the latest
discussions on any topic. Just set up some search terms and receive emails
when people are talking about these topics. You decide the frequency that you’d
like to be notified.
Twellow: if you want to find who to follow on Twitter, this site can help. It’s
a directory of people on Twitter, sorted by expertise, profession and other
attributes.
Iconosquare: this service lets you monitor your Instagram account to see which
content people like and where your users are. It also offers widgets to connect
your Instagram account with other social media like Facebook.
Tweetreach: this site allows you to see how far your tweet travelled, who
retweeted it (or a version of it) and how many people received it on their
timeline.
Klout: want to know how influential you are? Klout will rank you against a
number of criteria for all your social media accounts.
URL shorteners: these help you monitor how many people are clicking on your
posts. There’s a few out there, including Bit.ly, and Ow.ly (which Hootsuite uses)

The tools within the social media sites
Don’t forget that most networks offer statistics about your interactions with
others and some offer demographic information too. It’s definitely worth
making use of them.
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In focus: How to
apply Facebook
tools to your social
media strategy
Find out how you can use Facebook tools to engage your
audience and build your marketing strategy….

“For many
small businesses
and start-ups
that use Facebook,
it can be hard
to track
engagement.”
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Facebook has long been the ‘holy trinity’ of social
media networks when it comes to enabling
businesses to advertise their services and
promote their brand.
Yet for many small businesses and start-ups that
use Facebook, it can be hard to track engagement
and know whether your marketing efforts are, in
fact, working. In the Marketing Industry Report
2016, it found that 35% of Facebook marketers
aren’t sure if their efforts are effective.
In order to tackle this, Facebook has recently
released three new tools to help businesses
increase user engagement and boost the
performance of posts.

These tools include:
• Facebook Live – The tool to rival Periscope, users
can now live stream videos directly to Facebook
• Facebook Reactions – New ‘like’ buttons that allow
users to react to a Facebook post through emojis
• 360 Photos and Videos – Facebook’s first step in
bringing VR (virtual reality) to the masses
To help you maximise your marketing efforts via
Facebook, we’ve outlined how each of these tools
works and how you can implement them.
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Facebook Live
Facebook Live allows you to stream live from your
phone, straight to your Facebook audience. For
businesses, this live broadcasting tool effectively
means you can engage with customers instantly.
For example, you could showcase a new office
opening, new product launch or even run a live Q&A
and get feedback from your customers. You have to
remember that you’ll be streaming live so make sure
you prepare what you’re going to say and what you’re
going to be filming before you start streaming.
Here are some tips for using Facebook Live effectively:
• Let your audience know ahead of time when you’re going to broadcast
• Go live when you have a strong internet connection
• Write a compelling description before going live
• Ask your viewers to follow you and receive notifications when you go live
• Say hello to commenters by name and respond to their comments
• Broadcast for longer periods of time to reach more people – you can broadcast
for up to 90 minutes
• Be creative and go live as often as you can!

Facebook Reactions
In response to calls for a ‘dislike’ button and other variations on this, Facebook
launched Reactions – emoji-like symbols that your audience can select to
respond to you posts – earlier this year.
This means that your audience can now react with ‘Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad,
Angry’ expressions to anything you post on Facebook, opening up a new way to
get real-time feedback on the things you post.
Users simply hover over the ‘Like’ button on a post and get the option to select
the reaction which best fits their response.
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While you’ll need to monitor ‘Angry’ and ‘Sad’ reactionos that your business
receives on posts – an easy way for customers to give you bad feedback reactions will ultimately help you create better-targeted content to meet your
audience’s demands.
Use reactions to measure your audience’s responses to certain posts and then
use that knowledge to inform your social media strategy.
Consider the following for instance:
1. Did something you posted make your
audience ‘Angry’?
2. Does your audience ‘Like’ more posts than ‘Love’
them? What could you do to make them ‘Love’ your
posts instead?
3. When your audience reacts with ‘Wow’ or ‘HaHa’ do
you see a greater connection with your Page? E.g.
commenting too? Think about ways to utilise this.
4. How do your competitors’ audience react to their
posts? Is it different to how your audience reacts?

360 Photos and Videos
Capitalising on the VR trend, Facebook has launched photos and videos that can
be viewed from a 360-degree angle; a fully-immersive experience for the viewer
and a creative new way for you to tell your brand’s story.
You’ll need to make sure you have the right equipment in order to film 360 Photos
and Videos but once you do, you can then create content that will really engage
your audience.
You’ll need a special 360 camera and the help of an editor to create 360 Videos,
but there are three options you can use to create 360 photos:
• Take a panoramic photo with an iOS device or Samsung Galaxy phone
• Capture a 360-degree photo on your phone using an app like Street View or
Google Camera
• Take a 360-degree photo with a 360 camera
Once you’ve uploaded your photo to Facebook, it will be transformed into a
360 photo – identifiable to your audience by the compass icon.
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Customer service
and social media
Listening to your customers on social media can
be invaluable, as Sage UK explains…
If you don’t use your social media for
customer service, then it’s likely you’re
missing out on providing a valuable
service. Cath Sheldon, Social Business
Manager at Sage UK, explains how to
integrate social media into your business.
Research by Social Bakers shows that
only 38% of questions posted on social
media get answered and the average
response time is 6.6 hours.
To ensure your customer service is up to
scratch, it needs to be fully integrated
into your business. Social media is no
longer just the domain of the marketing
team, so you need to get other people
involved and trained.
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17% expect
support through
Twitter. 71% of
companies who
receive a complaint
through Twitter
ignore it.
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If you don’t use your social media for customer
service, then it’s likely you’re missing out on
providing a valuable service. Cath Sheldon, Social
Business Manager at Sage UK, explains how to
integrate social media into your business.
Research by Social Bakers shows that only 38% of
questions posted on social media get answered and
the average response time is 6.6 hours.
To ensure your customer service is up to scratch,
it needs to be fully integrated into your business.
Social media is no longer just the domain of the
marketing team, so you need to get other people
involved and trained.

How to manage customer service on social media
1. D
 ecide who is best placed to handle questions. You need people who will know
the answers, are trained in customer service and preferably have a natural
affinity for social media.
2. S
 et up a system for monitoring what customers say about you. It’s important
to spot the conversations. People often won’t include @companyname but
may use hashtags instead. Think about the type of terms people might use
(problem, broken, rubbish, etc) and set up searches for those terms and your
brand name on your social monitoring tool (like Tweetdeck or Hootsuite).
3. H
 ave a process in place for responding. Know who will respond and how this
will be allocated. Set response times and make sure you’re fast. Most social
media disasters have occurred when companies are slow to respond and
people feel ignored. Response times should be much faster than email.
4. D
 ecide how you will handle complaints. Keep responses personal and simple.
You don’t have to solve the customer’s problem on the social media platform
(especially when you may have 140 characters). Just begin the process of
addressing it by asking to contact them or passing on more information.
5. E
 valuate how it went. Keep talking to the customer and ask them for feedback.
Check the issue is solved and take on board any ideas for improvement.
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“Research
by Social Bakers
shows that only 38%
of questions posted
on social media get
answered and the
average response
time is 6.6 hours.”
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Should you build
your own social
network?
Blogs and discussion boards can work to compliment
your social media activity, here’s how:

Are there ever times tahat you should
create your own networks? In general,
it’s best to use existing social platforms,
as that is where your customers are. But
there are a couple of instances when
owning your social network can help.
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Your own blog
Your blog is a place to share your views and start conversations. It adds interest to
your website and drives traffic. Research shows that B2B companies that have a
blog get an average of 67% more leads.
The secret of success is to write about the things that your audience cares about.
While it may be tempting to post about your latest products and services, your
blog is better used to provide valuable information for your audience by offering
advice and views and sharing information key trends. By helping your readers,
you’ll build a relationship with them and establish your authority. Your blog can
supplement the other information on your website.
As with other channels, you need to set some goals. You can measure the time
people spend reading your blog or the number of comments you receive.

Discussion boards
Setting up your own discussion boards can be time-consuming and expensive.
It’s hard to get enough traffic for them to be lively and empty discussion boards
become a Catch-22 situation where people won’t post because they don’t think
they’ll get a response.
Setting up your own board is a good idea if:
• There’s a big enough or engaged enough audience to keep it going.
• People are looking for somewhere private to discuss things, away from their
normal social media. This could include things like medical conditions.
• There’s nowhere else to talk about these things. Competing with other specialist
discussion boards is tricky, so you need to offer something unique.
Invest time in seeding information onto the boards, ask customers to start
posting their questions and make sure all posts get answered quickly. Having a
network of advocates who can respond shares the work and makes the board
look busier. Most of all, give it time as discussion boards take time to become
established.
If you don’t want to set up a discussion board from scratch, there are apps that
allow you to integrate one into your Facebook page.
Sources: Pew Internet, TechCrunch, We Are Social, Hiscox, Guardian, Vertical Response, Sage Omnibus, YouGov,
Rakuten, eMarketer.com, Maritz and Evolve24, Nielsen
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The companies
getting social
media right…
and wrong
Learn from these examples of
embarrassing corporate social
media fails and success stories…

Need some
inspiration?
Here are some
companies who are
really making the
most of social media
- and some others
who need to work a
bit harder at it.
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The lows
All of these social media meltdowns could have been easily avoided, if only
the companies had thought things through. We’ve removed their names to
protect the guilty.
A Facebook disaster
Social media is all about conversations. So it was clearly a bad idea when this
company decided that to lock down conversations and remove posts. It all
started with criticism of some of their business practices. Instead of responding
with information, they began removing the posts, and said people were in breach
of copyright for posting a variation of their logo. When people complained about
their actions, they replied with “It’s our page, we set the rules, it was ever thus.”
They eventually did a U-turn and said they would look into the issue and began
posting information about the subjects being discussed.
Timing is everything
Twitter is a great way to have conversations with
customers but you need to think it through. When
this energy company decided to run an Ask Us
Anything session, they started it on the same day
they announced a 10% price increase. Their hashtag
was overrun with angry customers:
“My office has a window where the sun comes in and
makes the side of my head really hot. How much do I
owe you?”
“Have you found a way to channel angry customer
feedback into electricity?”
Have a plan in place for difficult times
If you’re going through difficult times, it’s important
to speak to your social media team and possibly
reclaim control. One entertainment company didn’t
do this and got to see a round of redundancies livetweeted to the public. Ouch!
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Be bold
“Don’t be afraid to have strong opinions. Sure, you need to be careful what you
say when the tape recorder is running and, of course, not commit libel against
anyone, but sitting on the fence doesn’t earn you coverage in the media. People
like interesting characters who aren’t afraid to say what they think, even when
they don’t necessarily agree with them.”
Charlie Mullins

The highs
It’s not all bad news though. Here are some of the companies who have a real
handle on social media…
O2
Getting your tone of voice right can be tricky. O2 is noted for getting this spot on,
from using the same slang as their customers to diffusing a storm of customer
complaints when an outage happened. They even managed to turn a negative
situation into a brand-building exercise by walking a fine line between apology
and humour.
Twitter is fully integrated into O2’s business. Not only do they offer customer
service, they’ve also introduced Tweetserve, which allows customers to deal
with a number of issues through Twitter’s direct message service. By using
#Tweetserve, customers can receive their account balance, remaining minutes
or special offers.
Greggs
When an unfortunate logo mix-up happened,
Greggs was inundated with messages on
Twitter alerting them to the fact that Google
was showing a spoof logo alongside their
search listing. Greggs stepped up to the mark:
between bribing Google with doughnuts in a
bid to get it fixed, they entertained fans with
appropriate and tongue-in-cheek responses.
Once it was fixed they cheekily asked Google for
compensation in the form of the Google doodle
- made of Greggs sausage rolls. Nicely handled.
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Oreo
The American brand is known for its rapid response to current events. When the
Super Bowl had a blackout, the company was quick to tweet with reassurances
that “you can still dunk in the dark”.
And when they turned 100, they posted a different cookie design every day for 100
days. They increased their Facebook engagement by 195% and increased their
share rate by 280%.

Buzzfeed
Many companies are getting to grips with Pinterest but Buzzfeed is a step ahead.
They use Pinterest to find trending topics, see how people categorise information
and get ideas for stories. Since joining Pinterest, they’ve seen huge increases in
referral traffic. Their first post to be pinned has now received 2.3 million hits from
Pinterest alone (that’s since June 2012).

To find out more go to: sage.co.uk/business-advice
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Save 192 hours per year on financial
administration with Sage One*
Eliminate paperwork and time consuming financial tasks
Seamless integration with your online bank account
Log your receipts by simply taking a photo on your iPhone

FREE 30 day trial
Visit SageOne.com
or contact us on 0845 111 66 11 today!
*IDC Sage Study, September 2015

